USER MANUAL

Comprehensive and reliable

Compr

Forward
This manual shows how to use Bearing Data’s Interchange System. Although the system is intuitive and
simple, we present the procedures on its usage in order to enable professionals who deal with bearings
on a daily basis to have full domain over the tool so they can optimize their searches and obtain
comprehensive and precise data.
In the following pages, we will show, screen by screen, how to generate the different reports available
in the system and explain them in details as well.
Procedures on how to use the Bearing Basket, another Bearing Data feature, which is a simple tool to
help you find bearings on a global level, will also be covered with details of the respective reports
available.
Details on how to manage your account is presented as well.
Bearing Data’s Interchange Reports match different manufacturer part numbers you may have in
stock, thus reducing duplicate inventory, eliminating unnecessary purchase expenses, delivery waiting
time, avoiding unplanned downtime and even optimizing design cost.
In the last two centuries, rolling bearings have become increasingly indispensable machine-elements
and have significantly contributed to the progress of technology.
Bearing Data is proud to have created a tool that will be of great use for everyone involved in this vast
world of bearings.
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1 - Sign up
To sign up and gain access to the system, fill in all fields with your data.

It is not mandatory to
fill in the Social Media
fields.

2 - Log in

To access the system
You may access the
system using the
USER (e-mail) and
PASSWORD fields.
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My account/ Log out
After logging in, you can click the My account link to access and/or change your registration data and view
your subscription details.
If you wish to change your password, you must click the Change Password link.

To exit the system
You must click on
Log out.
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3 - Bearing Search
3.1 - Bearing Search field
To search by bearing type, click the
Bearing Search field and select the
bearing type you are looking for in
the database.
After selecting the bearing type, the
field
will
turn
blue
and,
consequently, the fields to be filled
in with complementary data will
turn blue as well.

In this case, you cannot
select a bearing type
that’s not highlighted.

3.1.1 - To optimize searches in this
screen, you may include keywords, e.g.,
ceramic balls.
As you input a keyword, the system
shows a filter of bearing types that
match your search (highlighted in blue).
After inputting a keyword, you cannot
select a bearing type that’s not
highlighted as it will be inactive.

More than 600 bearing types available for search.
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3.1.2 - Additionally, other keywords can be
included in the next screen, e.g., shields.

3.1.3 - Please note that after
including a new keyword, the
bearing types that match the
search will be highlighted in
black, while the other ones will
remain inactive.

Please refer to Appendix A to view examples of keywords that can be used in your advanced searches.
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3.2 - Bearing Search - reports
Once the bearing type is selected, you must input the fields with additional data regarding your search
(highlighted in blue).
Additional data input:
• 3.2.1 - Radial Bearings
Input the following fields: bore diameter, clearance, tolerance and manufacturer.

Fields must be filled in sequence of order, i.e., first bore diameter, followed by clearance, tolerance
and lastly the manufacturer.

Remarks:
Bore diameter (d) - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with all the bore
diameter values available on the system for the selected family. The bore diameter can also be typed
in this field;
Radial internal clearance - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the radial
internal clearance options available on the system for the selected bore diameter, according to
DIN/ISO standards (see Appendix B);
Tolerance - as you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the dimensional and running
accuracy options available on the system, according to DIN/ISO standards (see Appendix C);
Manufacturer - in this field, you can select one or more manufacturers from the dropdown list. There’s
an “ALL” option to select all manufacturers available.

More than 100 bearing manufacturers are available for your searches.
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• 3.2.2 - Precision Bearings and Angular Contact Ball Bearings
Input the following fields: bore diameter, radial internal clearance, tolerance, preload, contact angle
and manufacturer.

Remarks:
Bore diameter (d) - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with all the bore
diameter values available on the system for the selected family. The bore diameter can also be typed
in this field;
Radial internal clearance - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the radial
internal clearance options available on the system for the selected bore diameter, according to
DIN/ISO standards (see Appendix B);
Tolerance - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the dimensional and
running accuracy options available on the system, according to DIN/ISO standards (see Appendix C);
Preload - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the preload options available
on the system (see appendix D);
Contact angle - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the contact angle
options available on the system.
Manufacturer - in this field, you can define one or more manufacturers from the dropdown list. There’s
an “ALL” option to select all manufacturers available.
1.
2.
3.
4.

For precision angular contact ball bearings, the clearance field remains inactive;
For angular contact ball bearings, the clearance and preload fields remain inactive;
For precision cylindrical roller bearings, the preload and contact angle fields remain inactive;
For precision tapered roller bearings, the clearance, preload and contact angle fields remain inactive.

All inactive fields remain gray.
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• 3.2.3 - Axial Bearings
Input the following fields: bore diameter, tolerance and manufacturer.

Remarks:
Bore diameter (d) - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with all the bore
diameter values available on the system for the selected family. The bore diameter can also be typed
in this field;
Tolerance - as you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with the dimensional and running
accuracy options available on the system, according to DIN/ISO standards (see Appendix C);
Manufacturer - in this field, you can select one or more manufacturers from the dropdown list. There’s
an “ALL” option to select all manufacturers available.
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• 3.2.4 - Combined Bearings
Input the following fields: bore diameter and manufacturer.

Remarks:
Bore diameter (d) - when you click this field, a dropdown list will be displayed with all the bore
diameter values available on the system for the selected family. The bore diameter can also be typed
in this field;
Manufacturer - in this field, you can select one or more manufacturers from the dropdown list. There’s
an “ALL” option to select all manufacturers available.
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3.3 - Bearing Search - reports
Once the bearing type is selected and the additional data is input, the report will be generated as follows:

3.3.1 - Search Results report
Bearing type selected
Additional data (bore diameter, radial
internal clearance, tolerance and
manufacturer)
Boundary dimensions, provided in
millimeters (mm)
•
Bore diameter
•
Outside diameter
•
Width (or height, for axial bearings)
Remark
For tapered roller bearings, dimensions are
also provided in inches

PRINT/ SAVE keys - you can print and/or save
the report in PDF format

Number of items

When pointing the mouse
at the designation, detailed
data about the bearing is
provided in a text box.

Remark:
It is possible to generate an individual report for any designation by clicking the designation itself
(Bearing Description report).
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Bearing Search - reports

If more than one manufacturer is selected, the
number of selected manufacturers is displayed in
this field. “ALL” will be displayed if you select all
manufacturers.

If you click the bearing designation, an
individual report is generated as follows
(Bearing Description - chapter 4):

Meaning of dividing lines within the report:
• Gray line (thick): to divide data regarding
each manufacturer;
• Gray line (thin): to divide designations from
the same manufacturer;
• Blue line: to divide the designations from the
same manufacturer, but with different
dimensions (outside diameter and width).

BACK key
To return to the
Search Results
report

More than 3 million bearing designations available for searches.
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4 - Bearing Description

4.1 - Bearing Description report
Searched designation

Manufacturer
Bearing type
Boundary dimensions, provided in
millimeters (mm)
Bearing features and
information about the cage

Special features of the
bearing are highlighted
in boldface.

INTERCHANGE key – to
generate the Interchange
Report for the searched
designation

Bearing Description field
Input the bearing designation in order to generate a detailed report featuring its characteristics.
By clicking this field to do a search, a dropdown list containing the last 10 searched items is viewed.
You must input the exact bearing designation in this field for search.

In this report, it’s possible to copy/paste data regarding the bearing so it can be used, for example, in commercial
proposals, in requests for quotations and in master data for inventory items.

Remark:
In the Bearing Search and Bearing Interchange reports, it is not possible to copy or paste any data.

5 - Bearing Interchange
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5 - Bearing Interchange

5.1 - Interchange Report
Searched designation
Manufacturer of searched designation
Bearing type
Boundary dimensions, provided in
millimeters (mm)
Bearing features and
information about the cage
Manufacturer
Alternative designation
Bearing features and
information about the cage

SUMMARIZED REPORT key
(shown below)
PRINT/ SAVE keys – you can print
and/or save the report in PDF format

Bearing Interchange field
Input the bearing designation to generate
the Interchange Report and view the
alternative designations for your application.
By clicking the search field, a dropdown list
containing the last 10 searched items is
displayed.
In this field, oblique bars (/), dashes (-),
periods (.) and spaces may be omitted!
For instance, 23992 CAC/C2W33 may be
input 23992CACC2W33.
The system will display the correct
designation in the report.

COMPLETE REPORT
key
To return to the
detailed report

5.2 - Summarized Interchange Report
You may generate a simplified interchange
report only featuring the bearing
manufacturer and its designations.
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6 - Bearing Basket
The Bearing Basket is a very simple tool to help you find the bearings you need.

Instructions for uploading and
searching items in the Bearing
Basket.

6.1 - Upload bearing designation
Fill in your contact information and information
about the bearing you need, i.e. type (according
to subtitle), manufacturer (brand), and quantity.
The bearing designations will be uploaded to the
Bearing Basket.

If you need an urgent bearing, upload the designation to the Bearing Basket and wait for a quotation, as
potential companies interested in supplying the bearing will visualize your needs in the Bearings on demand
report.
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6.2 - Consult bearings on demand
To do a search, fill in the
information regarding country,
bearing type (according to subtitle)
and manufacturers (brands) of the
bearings you need.

Click the GENERATE REPORT key to
view the report as shown below:

6.3 - Bearings on demand
The report displays details about the bearing
you need (designation, manufacturer, type,
quantity), as well as information about the
customer that needs the bearing (company,
country, name and e-mail).
You can PRINT and/or SAVE the report in PDF
format.
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7 - Sample reports

On Bearing Data’s homepage, you will find a broad range of sample reports. It isn’t necessary to log in to
view the reports. Only the first page of each report is available for consulting. You may print and/or save
the reports.

Bearing Search

Bearing Description

Bearing Interchange
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Appendix

A - Keywords
Examples of keywords that can be input for advanced searches.
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B - Radial internal clearance
The radial internal clearance is subdivided into groups according to DIN 620-4:2004
(ISO 5753-1:2009), as follows:

Remark:
For double row angular contact ball bearings and four-point contact ball bearings, values for the
axial internal clearance are provided instead of radial clearance, as the axial clearance is of greater
importance for these bearing types:
• Double-row angular contact ball bearings, according to DIN 628-3:2008;
• Four-point contact ball bearings, according to ISO 5753-2: 2010/ DIN 628-4:2008.
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For precision cylindrical roller bearings, some radial clearance values that deviate from those
standardized are available from some manufacturers, as shown below:

C - Tolerances
The dimensional and running accuracy symbols of rolling bearings are in accordance with
DIN 620-2:1998.

* except tapered roller bearings
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D - Preload
Regarding the amount of preload, you may select one of the following options:

* Terminology may vary according to manufacturer. You may find Slight preload, Extra-light
preload, Ultra-light preload and Normal preload when inputting Light preload.
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